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School Employer 
Connections required a 
brand new, fresh image.  
This included a new logo, 
colour palette, and revamp 
of their website.  Their 
website was very dated and 
contained blurry images 
and pages that would not 
open.  It was our job, first 
of all, to do research on 
how similar organisations 
branded themselves.  It 
was important to research 
similar organisation for the 
benchmarking process but 
also to better understand 
how they layed out their 
websites.  This was important 
to look at as the other 
organisations were catering 
to the same audiences as 
us - school children and 
teachers.  

As I was doing research I found that the 14-18 
age range was best to focus on as that would 
be the age of students accessing the website.  
The logos found above were poor quality and 
did not do the job they were meant to do in 
my opinion, catching the eyes of their target 
audience.  It was our job to design a logo that 
was eye catching.



Benchmarking







Benchmarking Summaries

When it came to the benchmarking process, we each picked two of the similar 
organisations and dissected each of their websites.  The two websites I analysed were 
“Groundworks NI” and “Education and Employers.”  

Education And Employers:
The Education and Employers website struck me as the more outdated website. It lost 
marks due to not having up-to-date, high-definition images and a lack of interactive 
features, for example only being able to scroll or refresh the page to get back to the 
top. Education and Employers contact page lacks some key details and is intead very 
bland and simple. 

Groundworks NI:
The Groundworks NI website was an improvement on the Education and Employers 
website, it included better HD images, good colour scheme, slick feel to the website 
and included multiple nav bars to further improve user experience and navigation on 
the website. The Groundworks NI website includes a sticky nav bar which allows the user 
to navigate to any other page on the website after they have scrolled down on one 
page. This also allows the user to get back to the top of the page in one click instead of 
refreshing or scrolling back to the top. A negative to groundworks Website is that their 
contact page was very lacklustre however a feature we liked about it was their use of 
the map to show where they were located via Google Maps which then gave an exact 
location and then directions could be found from your live location.



The Brief
When it came to delivering the brief, we had some important checkpoints that we 
wanted to hit.  First, we wanted to show Owen, Tom and Sheree that we done a lot 
of research about the organisation.  We wanted to demonstrate our knowledge and 
understanding about what they’re about and whilst also showing them what we can 
bring to SEC.  We gave a brief introduction and started desrcibing to them how we saw 
the organisation and what we thought needed done.  Furthermore, we then discussed 
the deliverables, this is exactly what we were going to be sending them come the end 
of the project (these had been discussed during our first meeting with them.)  



The Brief cont.
The next part of the brief included some information about the tone, message and 
style.  We wanted make sure that we were on the exact same page as School Employer 
Connections about exactly how they wanted the new visual identity to look.  Not 
only this, but this section was also very important to make sure we knew exactly what 
features they wanted implemented on to the website.    



The Design Phase
As we entered the design phase, we were tasked with creating three designs each for 
School Employer Connections.  Each receiving feedback from the Creative Director, 
Adrian, and project manager, Claire.  School Employer Connections were very honest 
and open in their first meeting with us, talking about how outdated their website and 
even their logo were.  It was evident that they wanted big changes.  Below is how the 
website looked:



Design 1

This was my first attempt at a new logo 
for the organization.  I attempted to 
use a circular design as part of the logo 
whilst being safe and only using a similar 
purple to the original organisation logo 
and website.  The feedback I got for this 
design was exactly what I expected.  
Too similar to the original.  Same colours.  
Similar basic design.  I liked the font I 
chose for this design but that was about 
everything I liked about it.  I did however 
see some potential in the circular design 
as School Employer Connections was all 
about unity and togetherness I thought a 
circular design was quite fitting.



Design 2

This attempt ended up being worse 
than the first design.  I stuck with the 
circle theme but added a bridge to 
it to symbolise how SEC build bridges 
between students and work places.  
The idea was good and had potential 
but the execution was very poor.  I had 
never designed something like this and 
struggled branding it with colour.  I also 
went for a more informal font to fit in with 
the bridge’s informal aesthetic, however 
the lack of colour and lack of design 
experience in this area made for a poor 
final design.  



Design 3

This was my first design for my third and 
final logo.  Already from the outset it has 
a much better look than the first two.  I 
used the circle design but filled the circle 
with small icons of people and duplicated 
them all the way round in to the circle 
shape.  This was also my first logo that 
really pushed the boat out, colour - wise.  I 
used a red, yellow and orange grandient 
for the text as I envisioned SEC wanting 
a warm and welcomoing feeling to 
their logo and brand as they would be 
entrusted with helping to find students 
work opportunities.  I received positive 
feedback on this logo.  At the pitch, 
School Employer Connections picked 
this logo, along with some tweaks to the 
colour as the final design.



Feedback and Communication





What did i do with this feedback?
Upon receiving this feedback, myself and Caitlin started working on the revised design.  
We undertook this part of the project while Jonnie began work on the website.  We split 
the designs in to different sections and focussed on these one at a time.  A large part of 
this was the merchandise that we designed for them.  We wanted to give them many 
options to bring their organisation to life.  Along with the merchandise designs, Caitlin 
and I also focussed on the social media side of things as well.  We designed new profile 
pictures, changed headers and supplied SEC with a set of social media guidelines which 
included some tips on how to post, frequency of posts and even some templates.  After 
everything was signed off on, Caitlin and myself began creating the final designs.



Final Designs



For this design, SEC wanted slight changes made.  I had originally 
put the coloured logo on to the black business card, however, Owen 
Sheree and Tom let us know that they wanted a white version of the 
logo used on it.





For this bus shelter design, we had originally used images of young people 
engaging in some of the activities.  However, we were told that due to child 
protection laws we couldn’t use that image.  We swapped it out for an 
image of adults working.





We had originally designed branded t shirts for the organisation.  They got 
back to us and said if we could mock up some zipped hoodies as well they 
would often be out at places engaging in work.





They specifically asked for a newsletter design which we happily provided.  
As we did not know what they wanted to include in the newsletter, we 
provided them with a template they can use in the future.



SEC also specified that they would 
like designs for pens and USB devices.  
This is a good idea as they could use 
these in the future to pass out to school 
children.  We believed it was important 
to include the logo branding on these 
as they are something that the school 
children would see everyday.





This stationery design required some changes that the guys at SEC asked 
for.  I, first of all, had to ensure that none of the logos on the stationery was 
stretched, per the request from our creative director.  I then had  to add the 
black business cards at the top left, the compliments sheet at the bottom left 
and ensure that all the other books were up to standard.









For the roll up banner designs, I had originally only created one.  SEC got 
back to us and asked us if we could make three different ones.  They wanted 
one with emphasis on the the students, one with emphasis on the students 
carrying out tasks, and one with emphasis on the companies they work with.  
They wanted very little text and Claire gave us ffedback saying that there 
should be no text near the bottom as it might not be visible at events.



Social Media
When it came to revamping their social media, we wanted to put as much emphasis as 
possible on branding the new logo.  We made it so that the new Facebook account that 
Tom at SEC created had the logo as the profile picture.  We made this the same on the 
organisations LinkedIn page too.  Caitlin created a new Twitter account for SEC and as we 
had our window to update the social media platforms, we branded it with the new logo 
as well.  For each platform we decided it would be best to use the new high resolution 
images that SEC provided for us.  These would give the pages a warmer feel, instead of 
having more branding above the already branded profile pictures.

Twitter, Facebook and 
LinkedIn profile picture.







Conclusions...
Time and work load management:
In hindsight, I beleive that our time management could have been much better.  There were 
some external factors that played apart in this (sickness from me being absent around week 6, 
Caitlin having Covid) but I ultimately think that we could have stayed on track better throughout 
the whole process.  We started the project off well, getting the benchmarking and brief done 
and out of the way around week 5 and 6.  However after that things got slightly thrown off.  
We were trying to focus on other work too at that time and also received slow feedback from 
School Employer Connections.  I feel that if we had made more use of basecamp and used the 
reminders/to do lists section of the website then we maybe could have stayed on task better.

How did I contribute?
When it came to the work load, we had an idea early on about who was doing specific jobs.  
Myself and Caitlin undertook a lot of the design work and all the social media work, whist Jonnie 
focussed primarily on the website.  I also sorted through all the files at the end, renaming them 
and uploaded them to basecamp in an organized manner.  One file for handover and one 
where changes could be made to the adobe documents.  We wanted to utilise each others 
strenghts and ensure that what everyone was doing was comfortable for them.  As SEC chose 
my design for the final logo, I was very comfortable going back to the files I was using and 
making any necessary changes and tweaks that they wanted.  Even though Caitlin and I were 
doing the design work, Jonnie had a strong influence on our designs, this came in the form of 
helping us choose mockups, placements of logos, colours etc.  We also had input on the layout 
of the website, we were able to give Jonnie ideas on layout and page designs.  Looking back 
I believe the work load was distributed very fairly and everyone did a very good job with what 
they had been entrusted to do.



Time Log

Research: 6 hours
Benchmarking: 7 hours
Brief: 10 hours
Design: 50 hours
Pitch: 12 hours
Guidelines: 3.5 hours
Socials: 6.5 hours
Meetings: 12 hours
Client Management: 20 hours
Production Log: 10 hours

Total hours spent: 137 hours 
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